Tribal Component

Use two needles:

1. FRONT
2. FRONT
3. FRONT
4. FRONT
5. FRONT
6. FRONT
7. BACK
8. BACK

Materials:
- 11/0 seed beads
- 5-6mm round beads
- 20mm flat round beads
Tribal Net Necklace

Pattern:
1. Make caged 20mm flat bead component (shown in grey)
2. Start strand with A - F
3. Repeat C - F to center
4. Attach center component per G - J
5. After J, do E - F
6. Repeat C - F to end
7. End with K (loop)

Materials:
- 11/0 seed beads
- 5-6mm round beads
- caged 20mm flat round bead component (shown in grey)